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think creatively
work collaboratively
For people to develop as creative thinkers they need opportunities to create
Drawdio  Singing Fingers  Glow Doodle
Create and share your own interactive stories, games, music, and art

Check out the 2,380,664 projects from around the world!

To create your own projects:

Download Scratch
Click the green flag. Move the mouse to eat the small fish.

When I receive got-me:
- Play sound chomp
- Repeat 2
  - Switch to costume closed-mouth
  - Wait 0.3 secs
  - Switch to costume open-mouth

When A clicked:
- Switch to costume open-mouth
- Forever if distance to mouse-pointer > 10
  - Point towards mouse-pointer
- Move to x: 6 y: 72
2.5 million projects
one-third remixes
“The Jumping Monkey”

Kaydoodle13 (15829)
206 views

6/22/2007
“Some simple mods to Kaydoodle13’s…”

“Added ‘pink slippers’…”

“Neatened up the platforms…”

“Kaydoodle13’s Jumping Monkey”

Mayhem (15862)
209 views

“The Jumping Monkey”

Kaydoodle13 (15829)
206 views
"Some simple mods to Kaydoodle13's..."

"Added 'pink slippers'..."

"Neatened up the platforms..."

"Kaydoodle13's Jumping Monkey"
- Mayhem (15862)
- 209 views

"The Jumping Monkey"
- Kaydoodle13 (15829)
- 206 views

"Monkey 2"
- The-Whiz (20900)
- 93 views
"The Jumping Monkey"
Kajdoodle13 (15863)
206 views

"Kaydoodle13's Jumping Monkey"
Mayhem (15863)
209 views

"Some simple mods to Kaydoodle13's..."

"Added 'pink slippers'..."

"Neatened up the platforms..."

"How I made this... I adapted this "shoe" technique from Kaydoodle13's Jumping Monkey..."

"Walk On the Lines"
The-Whiz (22484)
1063 views

"Monkey 2"
The-Whiz (22900)
93 views

START
"How I made this: I adapted this 'shoe technique from Kaydoodle13's Jumping Monkey.

"Walk On the Lines" The-Whiz (22884) 1063 views

"Hey Deweybear: Need someone to help make games for my production company, Super Software..."

"Some simple mods to Kaydoodle13's..."

"Added 'pink slippers'..."

"Neatened up the platforms.

"Kaydoodle13's Jumping Monkey" Mayhem (5862) 209 views

"Monkey 2" The-Whiz (26808) 93 views

"The Jumping Monkey" Kaydoodle13 (13829) 206 views

Super Software Games The-Whiz's game company
"The Jumping Monkey"

"Kaydoodle1's Jumping Monkey"

"Monkey 2"

"Walk On the Lines"

"Walk the Line"

"Hey, I love this game. I was wondering if you wouldn't mind me making some changes."

"Hey, need someone to help make games for my production company, Super Software..."

"Some simple mods to Kaydoodle1's..."

"Added 'pink slippers'..."

"Neatened up the platforms..."

"How I made this shoe technique from Kaydoodle1's Jumping Monkey."

"Hey, may I use this for my production company?"

"Hey, Kaydoodle1! Need someone to help make games for my production company, Super Software..."

"Super Software Games"

The Whiz (20650)

95 views

The Whiz (12684)

1783 views

The Whiz (15862)

209 views

The Whiz (19829)

256 views

The Whiz (15104)

1363 views
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